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Fig. 1. Explore view of the visual interaction analysis system, IntiVisor, includes the following views: (B) graph view, (C) usage distribution view, (D) frequent orderings view, and (E) bar view. At the left side is the control panel (A) that supports switching between views.

Abstract—People’s interactions with a visualization application can reveal information about the visual analysis methods and reasoning processes they employ. By instrumenting an application with logging code, one can capture an event trace of all the interactions that occur during its use. This type of temporal event log data is typically reorganized into more semantically meaningful units during analysis to support the variety of goals of an analyst. Unfortunately, current visual analytics systems designed for this purpose are limited in this aspect and typically only support one analysis perspective. We present IntiVisor, a visual interaction analysis system that is specifically designed to address the flexible event organization and pattern discovery needs of the interaction analysis process.
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Interaction events from people’s use of a visualization application can be a valuable resource for understanding their analysis methods and reasoning processes [4, 8]. Existing systems for this purpose are superb at helping analysts extract usage patterns, such as frequent sequences, but most fall short at providing a beneficial capability in the analysis process—reorganizing events under a variety of usage perspectives.

Reorganizing a log of events can be useful for many reasons. For example, some events may need to be removed from the analysis because they are irrelevant to the current line of inquiry. Including such events invites unnecessary noise into the data that might overshadow otherwise obvious usage patterns. Further, oftentimes it can be useful to categorize events for analysis. For instance, Pohl et al. [10] and Guo...
et al. [6] both used Yi et al.’s [12] interaction categories, such as select and filter, to organize their interaction events. This process places the interaction events into a smaller and more semantically meaningful set of categories for further analysis. Conversely, an analyst may seek more details about each event. For example, if an analyst seeks to examine when users zoom a graph to a certain level, this level will need to be extracted from the zoom event parameters. Events organized in different ways can generate vastly different usage patterns. These types of event organizations are typically laboriously conducted as a pre-processing step outside of the analysis system.

We present IntiVisor, a visual interaction analysis system that integrates both pattern extraction tasks and event organization tasks. The system provides a suite of visualizations that can be flexibly employed to iteratively support these tasks.

2 Related Work

Numerous temporal event visualizations have been developed over the years but they typically focused on the visualization aspect of the data analysis process, not the event organization aspect [1]. Event organization has largely been regarded as a data preprocessing step that is out of scope of visualization research. Recently, researchers of visual analytics systems such as EventFlow [9] are beginning to incorporate this vital capability into their visual analytics systems because they have realized the importance of supporting the event organization process on the fly. In one of the EventFlow papers, Monroe et al. specifically discussed the variety of event organization methods in EventFlow for their field study applications. In our work, we focus on the needs of an interaction log analyst and derive a different set of organization methods and visualization techniques to more seamlessly integrate this important aspect of temporal event analysis into an analyst’s workflow.

We also found that visual analytics systems specifically designed for interaction log analysis are lacking in this important analysis aspect. Many systems only used one method to organize their events [2,4,7]. For example, Blascheck et al. organized events based on abstract visualization tasks defined by Brehmer and Munzner [3]. As a result, their systems seem to be more for supporting a one-off research analysis, than an iterative, flexible analysis process. This limitation is significant because these systems would not be as useful when an analyst determined that even just one of the categories is not appropriate for a new analysis task.

3 IntiVisor: Visual Interaction Analysis System

Our design goal is to provide flexibility to the iterative interaction analysis process through visual analytics. The need for flexibility permeates throughout the process. In this section, we first discuss where this property is required step by step. Next, we present the key features of our visual interaction analysis system, IntiVisor, that implement these flexibility requirements. In this paper, we use the term “analyst” to refer to a user of a visual interaction analysis system, such as IntiVisor, and “user” to someone who interacted with the visualization application whose usage data is being analyzed.

3.1 Event Organization Process

As shown in Figure 2, interaction event data are processed through three steps. The products of these steps are actions, operations, and tactics/orderings. The process is iterative as an analyst can return to any earlier steps to flexibly redefine the products for his/her analysis needs. We will walk through this process step by step from the perspective of generating these products.

Events → Actions

The basic interaction unit logged from a visualization application is an event. The simplest event includes a timestamp, an activity, and a set of parameters. For example, adding a data point to a view includes a timestamp, the “add data point” activity, and what the data point is as the parameter. The first step (Figure 2A) in flexibly organizing events is to determine: (1) Should an event be included in the analysis? Not all events are relevant. (2) Should an event be combined with another event? Some events frequently occur in succession, such as mouseover and mouseout a data item, and together represent a more meaningful analysis unit. (3) Should the activity be supplemented with any specific parameters? Only a subset of parameters may be useful for a given analysis. Typical interaction analysis does not even consider parameters [6,10]. An analyst needs to be able to flexibly make and change these decisions for every round of analysis. After selecting, merging, and adding parameters to events, they become actions.

Actions → Operations

Actions are a set of relevant events or event groups (merged) with certain parameters. For example, “add data point (item 1)” where “item 1” is the data point reference, could be an action. Actions are typically organized into a smaller, more meaningful set of categories for further analysis [6,8,10]. This step requires another flexible organization decision—how should actions be categorized (Figure 2B)? An analyst needs to select a set of categories and assign actions to them. Frequently used categories include those based on user intent [6,10] or application feature (view, [8]). The decision needs to be made at the time of the analysis and may frequently change as analysis goals evolve over time. Categorized actions become operations.

Operations → Tactics/Orderings

Operations are a set of categories that are semantically meaningful to an analyst for an analysis goal at hand. But individual operations are not sufficient for extracting broader usage patterns. Therefore, an analyst needs to identify sequential patterns of multiple operations. But how should sequential patterns be extracted (Figure 2C)? Two types of sequences are useful for interaction analysis: sequences with and without consecutive operations. Typically, only the first type of sequence is analyzed to discover how users operated a visualization application step by step [2,5–7,10]. However, non-consecutive operations could show higher-level analysis methods. For example, the Visual Information-seeking Mantra [11], “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand,” is a high-level analysis method that includes a sequence of four operations that do not necessarily need to occur back to back. We call sequences with consecutive operations tactics and sequences that also include non-consecutive operations orderings. These sequential patterns represent the highest-level products from the event organization process. When events are properly organized, the patterns they form are more meaningful and useful.

3.2 Visualization System Design

We designed IntiVisor to support the event organization process described above (Figure 2). In this section, we present a high-level overview of the views and features in IntiVisor for supporting interaction analysis. The layout of IntiVisor includes a control panel to the left (Figure 1A) and a visualization view to the right. The control panel includes general information about the dataset (e.g., 102 data sessions) and buttons to easily navigate between the views, which facilitate the iterative analysis process. The example interaction data used in the figures of this paper are from the visualization application, CiteVis1.

1CiteVis: http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/citevis/
Events → Actions
The first step in any log analysis process is to examine the logged events to assess the data quality and to determine analysis goals. IntiVisor provides the inspect view to give an analyst a way to become familiar with the dataset in an intuitive, sequential manner. It provides a session view of the data in a set of line charts. For example, Figure 3 shows a session that lasted about 15 minutes with 9 types of interaction events (e.g., mouseover paper). If user identity is collected, it can be used to further segment the data. When this information is not collected, such as in the example dataset, we assume the visualization application was used by one unknown user, represented as a “star (*)” in IntiVisor.

Fig. 3. Inspect view showing one interaction session that lasted about 15 minutes with 9 interaction types (e.g., mouseover paper).

IntiVisor provides the select view to give an analyst a way to select, combine, and include parameters to events, in order to identify actions. This conversion process helps clean the event data for the analysis. The view includes lists of single, pairs (bigrams), and triples (trigrams) of events, ordered by frequency (Figure 4). An analyst can select any to be included in the analysis. Selected events and event groups (bigram/trigram) are added to the left-most list, as shown in yellow in Figure 4. After each selection, the selected event or event group is removed from the n-grams lists. As a result, the n-gram lists become shorter as the selection continues. The analyst can stop selections when all relevant events and event groups are chosen.

Fig. 4. Select view showing a set of events and event groups selected (yellow).

To add parameters to an event, an analyst selects the button next to the event, as shown in Figure 4. A dialog will be displayed that shows an example of an event’s parameter list (Figure 5). In Figure 5A, one example of the event “dropdown concepts” includes a parameter, “user study.” If the analyst selects the parameter, other values of this parameter will be listed in the view below (Figure 5B). The analyst can now select all the specific values of this parameter that he/she is interested in. The parameter values selected are used to extract a subset of events that have these values. This subset of events is extracted as new, selectable events in the Select view with the attached parameter values in parenthesis (e.g., “drop down concepts (data mining)”, Figure 4). The n-gram lists will be updated accordingly with these newly separated events that include parameter values.

Fig. 5. Dialog for adding parameters to events. (A) Example parameter list, user study, from event “dropdown concepts.” (B) Frequency distribution of parameter values from the selected parameter indices in the example parameter list.

The n-gram extraction and update process can be slow when a large amount of interaction data is available. Since the n-gram lists are only for guiding an analyst’s event selection, we by default use a sample of the interaction data to calculate the lists. The assumption is that a sample will be sufficient to approximate the frequency distribution of events and event groups. If an analyst would prefer to include a larger amount of sample sessions, he/she can configure it manually in the upper-left corner of the Select view.

Actions → Operations
IntiVisor provides the categorize view to give an analyst a way to organize actions onto a spatial layout as operations. This organization can help an analyst gain a better understanding of the relations between operations and recall the selected operations better in the next two views. An analyst can use a drawable canvas in this view to create a context for categorizing actions. For example, in Figure 6A, an analyst categorized actions by the features of the visualization application. As a result, the context was drawn to mimic the layout of the original visualization application. To categorize actions, the analyst drags and drops each action from the list to the left onto a relevant position on the canvas as a circle (operation). Alternatively, if an analyst wishes to categorize the actions into Yi et al.’s interaction categories [12], the context could be constructed differently (Figure 6B). When multiple actions need to be categorized into the same category, an analyst simply drags them on top of each other from the list. The actions within the same category will have their corresponding circles tightly connected with lines (Figure 6B).

Fig. 6. Categorize view showing actions being categorized by feature using (A) a UI layout of the visualization application or (B) Yi et al’s [12] interaction categories as context.

Operations → Tactics/Orderings
IntiVisor extracts tactics and orderings in two views. The system provides the sequence view to give an analyst a way to extract tactics, which are sequential patterns of consecutive operations (Figure 7). Sequences are shown as circles (operations) with tapered edges. Similar to the Select view, the Sequence view also by default uses a sample of the interaction data to extract sequential patterns to increase the extraction speed. Several parameters can be configured to extract patterns, such as the minimal (sequence occurrence) frequency. Sometimes, only sequential patterns including a certain operation is
of interest to an analyst. For example, an analyst may be specifically interested in sequences that occur at the beginning of a session, such as strategies observed in Kang et al.'s study [8]. To find these sequences, an analyst selects the “connect visualization” operation, labeled “Start” on the canvas, that occurs at the beginning of each session (Figure 7). This selection by default will filter out all sequences that do not include this operation. Next, the analyst selects the “Start” button at the top of the view to indicate that the “connect visualization” operation needs to be at the beginning of a sequential pattern. These sequences are shown in Figure 7. Similarly, an analyst could specify if a sequence ends with a specific operation.

Sequential patterns of both consecutive and non-consecutive operations are extracted as orderings in the last view of IntiVisor, the Explore view, to help an analyst find higher-level analysis methods. The most frequent orderings of two and three operations from a subset of data (sample) are listed in two columns at the bottom of the view (Figure 1D). Orderings are visualized as a list of colored circles (operations) with dots in between that indicate the operations do not necessarily occur back to back. These orderings can be selected to explore their occurrences in other visualizations of the Explore view, which will be described next.

Explore Overall Patterns

Finally, IntiVisor provides the Explore view to give an analyst a way to flexibly explore usage patterns from the interaction log. (Figure 1). In addition to showing frequent orderings, this view visualizes the operations and tactics both in a graph (Figure 1B) and in a set of bars (Figure 1E). The graph shows all the operations and tactics the same way as in the Sequence view but with colors. The bars show all the operations as colored blocks in the context of their sessions. Each horizontal bar represents a session. By default, the sessions are ordered by number of operations (length). It can also be ordered by other contextual variables such as time and user. An analyst can choose to highlight any operation or tactic in both views. When a selection is made, it will be displayed at the top of the bar view (Figure 8A) and its usage distribution will be displayed in two bar charts (Figure 1C, Figure 8B): one showing distribution of sessions over time and one showing distribution of users over time.

In a selection, operations, orderings, and tactics are visually represented differently. When multiple operations are selected, they are represented as spatially separated circles with spaces in between (Figure 8A, Figure 9A). All operations will be highlighted independently of each other. If an analyst wishes to discover when these operations occur in the selection order, he/she can enable the “Maintain Order” mode, which adds three dots between every operation that indicate other operations could be between the selected operations (Figure 9B). This selection will highlight the operations only when they occur in this specific order. If an analyst wishes to discover when a set of operations is occurring back to back, such as in a tactic, the analyst can click on the three dots between the operations to “merge” them. The merged selection will be shown as a set of partially overlapping circles (Figure 9C) and be highlighted in the bar view.

4 Conclusion

We present a visual interaction analysis system, IntiVisor, that supports the flexible event organization process of visualization interaction analysis. Although we focused our application on interaction analysis, IntiVisor could also be applicable to other applications that analyze temporal events.
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